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Abstract—A critical step in creating accurate Internet topology maps from traceroute data is mapping IP addresses to routers, a process known as alias resolution. Recent work in alias resolution inferred aliases based on similarities in IP ID time series produced by different IP addresses. We design, implement, and experiment with a new tool that builds on these insights to scale to Internet-scale topologies, i.e., millions of addresses, with greater precision and sensitivity. MIDAR, our Monotonic ID-Based Alias Resolution tool, provides an extremely precise ID comparison test based on monotonicity rather than proximity. MIDAR integrates multiple probing methods, multiple vantage points, and a novel sliding-window probe scheduling algorithm to increase scalability to millions of IP addresses. Experiments show that MIDAR’s approach is effective at minimizing the false positive rate sufficiently to achieve a high positive predictive value at Internet scale. We provide sample statistics from running MIDAR on over 2 million addresses. We also validate MIDAR and RadarGun against available ground truth and show that MIDAR’s results are significantly better than RadarGun’s. Tools such as MIDAR can enable longitudinal study of the Internet’s topological evolution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

VARIANTS of the traceroute tool [1] are widely used to discover Internet topology [2]–[5]. Traceroute shows the sequence of router interfaces on the path from the source to the destination, and executing traceroute from multiple sources to multiple destinations reveals many router interfaces and allows us to infer links between them. A router by definition has at least two interfaces; Internet core routers often have dozens. Alias resolution is the process of identifying which interface IP addresses belong to the same routers and is required to convert the abstract IP-level topology discovered by traceroute to a more concrete router-level topology [6], [7] that better describes the physical infrastructure of routers and links and thus is more useful for studying the diversity and resiliency of the Internet infrastructure. The research community’s current inability to draw a map that closely reflects physical connectivity is a fundamental gap in our knowledge of the Internet, and limits what else we can know or even study, including investigating the potential impact of loss of critical components of the infrastructure. In conjunction with techniques for annotating routers with AS ownership [8], router-level topologies also enable the study of Internet economics and policy questions, such as which paths are not only feasible but consistent with routing policies. Annotated with geolocation information [9], router-level topologies enable the study of ISP relationships at a finer granularity than allowed by an AS-level topology, such as peering at multiple geographical locations.

There are many alias resolution techniques and implementations available [10], but they are limited in accuracy and coverage, and none are practicable at Internet-wide scale, i.e., millions of IP addresses. The Mercator technique [6], [11], [12] identifies aliases by sending a probe packet to one address and getting a response from a different address. Ally [4] infers that a pair of addresses are aliases if probe packets sent to them produce responses with IP ID values in the correct order. Spring et al. [13] described techniques for drawing alias inferences from similarities in reverse DNS lookups, and from simple analysis of traceroute graphs. APAR [14], [15] and kapar [10] use more sophisticated graph analysis techniques to infer subnets linking routers, and from that, aliases. Disc-Carte [16] infers aliases from analysis of a graph created from combined traceroute and Record Route data. RadarGun [17] looks for similarities in IP ID time series collected from many addresses. Sherry et al. [18] describe the use of the IP prespecified timestamp option to infer aliases. MERLIN [19] and mrinfo [20] send an IGMP ASK_NEIGHBORS message to list the IPv4 multicast-enabled interfaces of a router.

In this paper, we introduce MIDAR, our Monotonic ID-Based Alias Resolution tool, an IP ID-based alias resolution technique inspired by Ally and RadarGun. An IP ID value is a 16-bit number stored in the IP ID field in the IP header, which the sender of a packet sets to some unique value so that the recipient can identify and reassemble fragmented packets. For alias resolution purposes, we are concerned with the IP ID values of packets originated by a router, rather than forwarded by a router. Routers themselves can send packets, for example, by responding to ping or traceroute; by running BGP or NTP; and by providing NetFlow, SNMP, or remote terminal access. There is no standard method for generating IP ID values, but many routers maintain a simple IP ID counter that is incremented for packets it generates and which wraps from 65,535 to 0. The key observation is that if a router uses a shared IP ID counter for generating IP ID values, then the router will use consecutive IP ID values when sending consecutive packets no matter which interface address it uses as the source address. Thus, if two addresses share a counter, then they are conclusively aliases, and their IP ID time series, a sequence of IP ID values collected over time, will have similar values in a given measurement period and will form a monotonically increasing IP ID sequence when merged together, modulo counter wraps. The latter expresses the monotonicity requirement, a necessary condition for two
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time series to be derived from a shared counter. IP ID-based alias resolution techniques infer aliases by analyzing the IP ID values in response packets and inferring which interface addresses use a shared counter. RadarGun infers a shared counter by looking for similar time series values, whereas Ally and MIDAR infer a shared counter by checking for the monotonicity requirement, though in different ways.

Most routers seem to use a single IP ID counter shared across all interfaces and protocols, but any IP ID based alias resolution technique must account for those that do not. Some routers set the IP ID to zero or some other constant value, a random value, or the value used in the probe packet [17]. Such non-counter IP ID values can be detected and excluded from IP ID-based alias resolution. Some other routers use separate counters for each interface or subset of interfaces. Use of such unshared IP ID counters is undetectable from an analysis of IP ID values alone. Because two addresses may be aliases but not share an IP ID counter, IP ID-based techniques cannot find all alias pairs, and cannot definitively conclude that two addresses that do not share a counter are not aliases. Thus, IP ID-based techniques can produce three results: 1) positive shared counter and positive aliases; 2) negative shared counter and inconclusive aliases; 3) inconclusive shared counter and inconclusive aliases.

Because of the limited precision of IP ID values and the limited variation in rates of change, or velocities, of IP ID counters (see Appendix A), it is inevitable that any large set of addresses will have many pairs of addresses with similar or aligned IP ID time series out of sheer coincidence, as predicted by the birthday paradox and the pigeonhole principle. Suppose a given alias resolution technique has a false positive rate of $\alpha$ related to how much tolerance it allows when comparing two time series to infer a shared counter. Then for $N$ addresses, there are $O(N^2)$ pairs of addresses, and we can thus expect $O(\alpha \times N^2)$ false positives (FP), but only $O(N)$ true positives (TP) (see Appendix C). When $N > 10^6$, as in the case of Internet-scale alias resolution, the prevalence of aliases is extremely low, approximately 1 in a million. Hence, unless the false positive rate is extremely low, $\alpha \ll 1/N = 10^{-6}$, false positives can overwhelm true positives, and the alias technique will not be reliable for identifying aliases. We can quantify the degree of reliability with the positive predictive value (PPV) metric, which measures the fraction of positive test results—“shared counter”—and thus “aliases”—that are correct; that is, $TP/(TP+FP)$. Another important metric for evaluating IP ID-based techniques is sensitivity, the fraction of shared counters that produce a positive test result; that is, $TP/(TP+FN)$, where FN stands for false negatives. For the purposes of comparing the effectiveness of IP ID-based techniques, the false negatives we are interested in are failures to detect counter sharing, not failures to detect aliases. (See Appendix B for further discussion of these and related terminology.)

There are two main challenges for an alias resolution technique as the number of addresses $N$ increases: 1) probing and testing the $O(N^2)$ candidate alias pairs, and 2) minimizing the false positives relative to true positives; that is, ensuring a high PPV. The Ally technique requires $O(N^2)$ probes to test all possible pairs of addresses. RadarGun improves on Ally’s scalability by probing an entire set of addresses as a whole with $O(N)$ probes, but scalability is still limited by a need to obtain overlapping time series from all addresses. Neither Ally nor RadarGun has a sufficiently low false positive rate to handle the millions of addresses that appear in macroscopic-scale Internet topology graphs such as that collected by Ark [21]. Repeating the alias tests of Ally and RadarGun can lower the overall false positive rate and thus increase the PPV, but because these tests suffer from false negatives, repetition can also decrease the sensitivity, causing aliases to be missed.

MIDAR is an attempt to overcome these limitations by scaling to millions of IPv4 addresses. In a nutshell, MIDAR collects IP ID time series data from many different vantage points, then mines the data using our Monotonic Bounds Test (Sec. III-B) to discover which IP addresses are likely aliases to the same router. The key features of MIDAR are the Monotonic Bounds Test (MBT), an ID comparison test with near perfect sensitivity based on monotonicity rather than proximity, which allows MIDAR to achieve an extremely low false positive rate and thus a high PPV; the use of multiple probing methods to increase the responsiveness of targets and thus extend the coverage of IP ID-based techniques; and the use of multiple vantage points and a novel sliding-window scheduling algorithm to achieve probing scalability.

This paper is organized as follows. Sec. II reviews the features and limitations of the two best known IP-ID based approaches: Ally and RadarGun. Sec. III presents the essential concepts and components of MIDAR. Sec. IV describes the four stages of our full MIDAR system: Estimation, Discovery, Elimination, and Corroboration. Sec. V reports results from an Internet-scale MIDAR experiment. Sec. VI compares the results against ground truth and compares MIDAR’s MBT to RadarGun. Sec. VII summarizes our contributions and plans to integrate MIDAR into a larger system for alias resolution.

II. EXISTING IP ID TECHNIQUES AND LIMITATIONS

A. Ally

The Ally component of Rocketfuel was the first tool to examine IP ID values for alias resolution. Several papers describe the Ally alias resolution tool [4], [13], [17]. We base our description on Bender et al. [17] and on the Ally source code included in Scriptroute v0.4.8 [22] (earlier standalone releases of Ally are now deprecated). The user can direct Ally to probe with one of UDP (default), TCP ACK, or ICMP.

A key step of Ally is checking whether the IP ID values of two candidate addresses are in order; that is, the values form an increasing sequence consistent with the use of a shared counter. Because IP ID counters wrap from 65 535 to 0, Ally must use sequence space arithmetic, similar to that defined in RFC 1982 [23]. We will use the notation $X \prec Y$ to denote the less than relationship within sequence space.

Ally uses the following procedure to test whether addresses $A$ and $B$ are aliases. First, Ally sends a probe to $A$, waits 1 ms, then sends a probe to $B$. Suppose the IP ID values in the responses are $A_1$ and $B_1$, respectively. Ally first checks whether $A_1$ and $B_1$ are in order and close enough to each other; namely, that $A_1 - 10 \prec B_1 \prec A_1 + 200$. If so, then
Ally waits 400 ms, sends a probe to B, waits 1 ms, and sends a probe to A. Ally then checks that the resulting IP ID values $B_2$ and $A_2$ meet the condition $B_2 - 10 < A_2 < B_2 + 200$ and that $A_1 < A_2$ and $B_1 < B_2$. If all these conditions are met, then Ally declares A and B to be aliases; otherwise, they are declared to be “non-aliases,” but like all IP ID-based techniques, Ally can only infer that they do not share a counter.

Because Ally cannot know the exact generation time of each collected IP ID value, it uses an error margin when comparing the values. The $A_1 - 10$ margin accommodates reordering of probes on the forward path, which would cause $B_1$ to be generated before $A_1$, with $B_1 < A_1$. The $A_1 + 200$ margin accommodates the advancement of the IP ID counter between the arrival of the probe packets at A and B. To keep this inter-arrival advancement low, Ally sends probe packets just 1 ms apart, but the packets typically undergo some dispersion due to cross traffic, routing differences (for example, if A and B reside in different prefixes), load-balanced paths with different lengths, and other causes. More dispersion allows greater potential counter advancement between IP ID samples.

Ally has the following limitations. First, it is unclear whether these empirically-derived margins of error ($X - 10$ and $X + 200$) are universally applicable to typical packet dispersion amounts and counter velocities. Second, using fixed margins of error is a fragile balancing act between minimizing false positives and false negatives. The wider these margins are, the more error is a fragile balancing act between minimizing false positives and false negatives. The wider these margins are, the more they allow false positives from chance alignments of IP ID values. However, if these margins are too narrow, then they can lead to false negatives if counters advance at a high rate or in bursts, or if probe packets undergo a significant amount of dispersion. Third, Ally relies on only four IP ID samples to infer aliases, which makes Ally susceptible to false positives caused by chance alignments, independent of the margins of error. Fourth, Ally cannot perform IP ID-based alias resolution on a router that rate limits its responses, because Ally needs the responses to be generated closely in time.

Finally, a significant drawback of the Ally technique is that, given N addresses, it requires $O(N^2)$ probes to test all possible pairs. To make Ally more practical, some heuristics are needed to reduce the size of the search space, such as requiring a pair of addresses to have similar return TTL values from a set of vantage points, as was done in Rocketfuel. Although this heuristic significantly reduces the amount of pairwise testing needed at moderate scales, its effectiveness with millions of addresses has never been demonstrated.

Even if it were possible to apply Ally to one million addresses, Ally’s false positive rate (α) would be too high to produce a useful positive predictive value. The margins of error in Ally’s test allow samples to be 210 ID values apart, or 210/65536 = 0.32% of the ID space. The two halves of the test are closely correlated because they are taken only 400 ms apart and velocities are typically low (Fig. 7), suggesting α is only slightly lower than 0.0032. But even if the two halves of the test were completely independent, α would be at best about 0.00001. Extrapolating these rates to one million addresses suggests there would be at least 5 million false positives, and probably closer to 1.6 billion, which is orders of magnitude more than the expected 1 to 10 million true positives.

B. RadarGun

We base our discussion of RadarGun on the v0.3 source code [24] and the RadarGun paper [17]. The RadarGun implementation can probe with TCP ACK (default), UDP, or both (without special handling of cross-protocol comparisons).

RadarGun improves on Ally’s scalability by probing an entire set of addresses in parallel, $O(N)$ probes, rather than a series of pairs, $O(N^2)$ probes. RadarGun makes 30 probing passes through the address list to obtain 30 IP ID samples from each address, with samples from different addresses interleaved with each other; for example, given addresses A, B, C, RadarGun takes the samples $A_1, B_1, C_1, A_2, B_2, C_2$. This probing scheme produces an IP ID time series for each address. An IP ID time series $A$ (for address A) consists of a sequence of samples $\{A_i\}$, where each $A_i$ specifies the sample time and the IP ID, $(t_i, ID_i)$. RadarGun uses the measured receive time of a response packet as an approximation of the sample time, since it does not know exactly when a router generated a given IP ID sample. RadarGun discards a time series as unusable if 1) fewer than 25% of the 30 probes elicited responses (that is, RadarGun has fewer than 7 IP ID samples), 2) all collected samples have an IP ID of zero or have all the IP ID used by probes, or 3) the time series is nonlinear—that is, either the IP ID counter is advancing too quickly to measure, or IP ID values are randomly generated.

RadarGun classifies a time series as nonlinear in two cases. First, a time series with too many negative deltas is nonlinear. A delta is the difference of adjacent IP ID samples; that is, $\delta ID_i = ID_{i+1} - ID_i$. Negative deltas occur naturally as an IP ID counter wraps from 65535 to 0. For a given sampling interval, the faster an IP ID counter advances, the more frequently a negative delta will appear in a time series, since the counter can wrap more often within the sampled time period. Negative deltas can also occur when IP ID values are generated randomly, since the average probability of an individual delta being negative is 50% in a sequence of random values. RadarGun discards a time series as nonlinear if greater than 30% of the deltas are negative, since it cannot know if the cause is too fast a counter or random IP ID values.

Second, a time series with too high a velocity—that is, the apparent rate of advancement of an IP ID counter—is nonlinear. RadarGun computes the velocity from an unwrapped IP ID time series. A time series is typically unwrapped by adding 65536 (the full IP ID space) whenever a negative delta occurs. RadarGun also tries to account for counter wraps that may have occurred in large gaps in time between samples, even when the delta is positive. RadarGun infers the number of possible wraps in each gap from an estimate of the time between wraps, $\Delta t_{\text{wrap}}$, derived from a simplistic calculation on the positive deltas in a time series. For a gap of duration $\Delta t_{\text{gap}}$, there are $|\Delta t_{\text{gap}}/\Delta t_{\text{wrap}}|$ inferred wraps, and RadarGun adds this many multiples of the IP ID space when unwrapping the time series. Once a time series has been unwrapped, RadarGun computes the velocity as the slope of the linear least squares line that best fits the unwrapped IP ID values. The more negative deltas there are in a time series, the higher the apparent velocity of the unwrapped samples. Therefore,
both true high velocity counters and random IP ID values will lead to high apparent velocities. RadarGun discards a time series as nonlinear if the velocity is greater than 800 ID/s, since it cannot know the cause.

The key insight of RadarGun is that if two addresses share an IP ID counter, then their time series should have nearby IP ID values when overlapping in time. RadarGun checks for this condition by employing a distance test to measure how close two time series are in IP ID space. The key building block of the distance test is the calculation of the sample distance, the distance between an individual sample point in one time series and the expected value of the IP ID counter in the other time series at the same moment in time. There are two cases to computing the sample distance, with all calculations performed on the unwrapped time series $A$ and $B$ of the two addresses being tested. Let $B_j = (t_{B,j}, ID_{B,j})$ be a sample of $B$. In the first (and more common) case, $B_j$ lies between adjacent samples of $A$ in time, that is, there is some $i$ for which $t_{A,i} \leq t_{B,j} < t_{A,i+1}$. RadarGun then uses linear interpolation between $A_i$ and $A_{i+1}$ to estimate $ID_{A,est}$, the expected IP ID value of $A$ at $t_{B,j}$. In the second case, $B_j$ does not lie between any two samples of $A$, and RadarGun extrapolates the best fit line through $A$ (the same line used to calculate the velocity) to estimate $ID_{A,est}$. In either case, RadarGun then computes the sample distance $\delta_{B,j} = |ID_{A,est} - ID_{B,j}|$. After computing all sample distances $\delta_{B,j}$ between $B$ and $A$, and similarly computing the sample distances $\delta_{A,i}$ between $A$ and $B$, RadarGun calculates the average sample distance:

$$\Delta_{A,B} = \frac{\sum_i \delta_{A,i} + \sum_j \delta_{B,j}}{|A| + |B|}$$

If $\Delta_{A,B} < 200$, then RadarGun concludes $A$ and $B$ are aliases; if $\Delta_{A,B} > 1000$, then they are not aliases. Otherwise, the distance test is inconclusive.

By employing the distance test on time series, RadarGun is more tolerant than Ally of ICMP rate limiting and less susceptible to false positives caused by chance alignments. However, RadarGun’s distance test is still only a heuristic. There is no inherently right choice for the distance thresholds, since they must be low to minimize false positives with lower velocity addresses, and high to minimize false negatives with higher velocity addresses. Even if the thresholds were chosen adaptively to velocities, the thresholds must still have margins of error to allow for bursty IP ID counter advancement and other uncertainties, which prevents exact separation of shared counters from unshared. As a result, adjusting the distance thresholds never fully eliminates false positives, false negatives, or inconclusive results, but merely shifts the balance between them. Regardless of the threshold used, there can always be a false positive under the distance test that could be avoided by checking for monotonicity, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

As a consequence of the above weaknesses, the distance test produces too many false positives for RadarGun to scale to millions of addresses. For example, extrapolating the false positive rate (0.0005) implied in Bender et al. [17] to one million target addresses suggests there will be an order of magnitude more false positives (264 million pairs) than true positives, giving a very poor PPV. An obvious solution to this problem would be to repeat the distance test at a later time, but because the test also suffers from false negatives, some shared counter pairs would inevitably be lost with each repetition.

Furthermore, because RadarGun needs overlapping time series from all addresses for the distance test, there is a practical limit to the number of addresses RadarGun can handle before requiring network-unfriendly levels of probing bandwidth. For example, probing one million targets with 10 s spacing would require 100 000 packets per second, or 35 Mb/s.

### III. MIDAR DESIGN

To find aliases among a large number $N$ of router addresses, MIDAR collects an IP ID time series from each of the addresses and tests for a shared IP ID counter in each of the $O(N^2)$ address pairs. We take a bottom-up approach to describing MIDAR. In this section, we describe the essential concepts and key features of MIDAR, and discuss our approach to mitigating false positives. In the following section we will describe how we integrate these components into the complete MIDAR system.

#### A. Time series in MIDAR

MIDAR takes a sampling of IP ID values to construct the time series used for alias resolution. MIDAR considers a time series unusable for alias resolution if 1) fewer than 75% of the probes elicited responses from the target; 2) 25% or more of the collected samples are degenerate, that is, have a constant IP ID value (such as zero) or echo the IP ID used by probes; or 3) the time series cannot be modeled as a monotonically increasing sequence (that is, the observed frequency of negative deltas is so high that the IP ID values may have been generated randomly or by a counter that is wrapping too quickly to measure). Our quality thresholds are higher than RadarGun’s, but in practice few interfaces produce a medium-quality time series that would be considered usable by RadarGun but unusable by MIDAR. However, the higher

---

Footnote 1: We do observe real time series with more than 25% but fewer than 100% degenerate samples. These samples appear to be the result of some mechanism other than chance occurrences in a time series produced by a counter.
thresholds do matter in MIDAR’s procedure for choosing the best probing method for each target, as described in Sec. III-D.

To reliably detect all counter wraps, we must use a sampling interval shorter than the wrapping period, so we obtain exactly one negative delta whenever the counter wraps and positive deltas at all other times. Sampling even more frequently will yield more positive deltas while the counter is increasing monotonically but still only one negative delta at each counter wrap, decreasing the overall fraction of deltas that are negative. We adopt RadarGun’s 30% threshold on the maximum allowed fraction of negative deltas before we consider a time series unusable. This 30% threshold is intentionally more conservative than the 50% threshold suggested by the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem when counter wrapping is thought of as a periodic signal. The 30% limit on negative deltas also has the advantage of excluding 98.8% of random time series, which cannot be used for alias resolution (see Appendix D).

We define the maximum acceptable sampling interval $I_{\text{max}}$ to be the largest sampling interval that still ensures the fraction of negative deltas is no more than 30%. MIDAR collects an initial time series from each target address using a small fixed sampling interval and then calculates $I_{\text{max}}$ individually for each target based on the target’s observed velocity. MIDAR uses the computed $I_{\text{max}}$ to customize the sampling interval individually for each target when collecting additional time series actually used for alias resolution (Sec. III-E).

Observe that limiting the fraction of negative deltas to 30% is equivalent to limiting the average counter advancement per sample to 30% of the ID space, because the counter advances through 100% of the ID space between each counter wrap. Hence, the maximum acceptable sampling interval for a time series with velocity $\bar{v}$ is

$$I_{\text{max}} = (0.3 \times 2^{16})/\bar{v}$$ (1)

We define the velocity $\bar{v}$ of a time series to be the average slope of the segments weighted by segment duration; that is,

$$\bar{v} = \frac{\sum \Delta ID_i}{\sum \Delta t_i}$$ (2)

where $\Delta ID_i$ and $\Delta t_i$ are the change in ID and time, respectively, between samples $i$ and $i + 1$. If a $\Delta ID_i$ would be negative, then we unwrap it by adding $2^{16}$. To avoid distortions due to sampling gaps or atypical counter behavior, we exclude discontinuities (Appendix E) when calculating velocity.

B. Monotonic Bounds Test

The Monotonic Bounds Test (MBT) checks whether the IP ID times series of two addresses meet the monotonicity requirement, a necessary condition for sharing an IP ID counter; that is, whether the two time series form a monotonically increasing IP ID sequence when considered as a single merged time series. The MBT is a rigorous test that does not employ ad hoc thresholds to accommodate uncertainties.

MBT checks that two time series $A$ and $B$ meet the monotonicity requirement by individually checking that each sample of $B$ meets the monotonicity requirement with respect to the samples of $A$, and vice versa. If all sample tests pass, then $A$ and $B$ as a whole meet the monotonicity requirement. We first describe MBT in an idealized form and then describe the details needed to apply it to real data. Let $B_j = (t_{B,j}, ID_{B,j})$ be a sample of $B$ that we will check with respect to the samples of $A$. Let $A_i = (t_{A,i}, ID_{A,i})$ and $A_{i+1} = (t_{A,i+1}, ID_{A,i+1})$ be adjacent samples in $A$ such that $t_{A,i} < t_{B,j} < t_{A,i+1}$; that is, $A_i$ and $A_{i+1}$ are the nearest adjacent samples of $A$ in time to $B_j$. Fig. 2 illustrates the two different MBT cases. In the first case, the counter has not wrapped between the samples $A_i$ and $A_{i+1}$ (that is, $\Delta ID_{A,i} > 0$), and so we can simply check that $ID_{A,i} < ID_{B,j} < ID_{A,i+1}$. We can visualize this constraint as requiring $B_j$ to fall within the vertical bounds of the box with corners at $A_i$ and $A_{i+1}$. For example, in Fig. 2, $B_2$ lies between $A_1$ and $A_2$ in time and falls within the bounding box of these samples, and thus $B_2$ meets the monotonicity requirement. In contrast, $B_3$ is between $A_2$ and $A_3$ in time but does not fall within the bounding box (because $ID_{B,3} \not< ID_{A,3}$) and thus violates the monotonicity requirement. In the second MBT case, the counter has wrapped between $A_i$ and $A_{i+1}$ (that is, $\Delta ID_{A,i} < 0$). Therefore, the bounding box between $A_i$ and $A_{i+1}$ is split into two pieces, and we must have either $ID_{A,i} < ID_{B,j} < ID_{A,i+1}$ or $ID_{A,i+1} < ID_{B,j} < ID_{A,i}$. For example, $B_5$ lies between $A_4$ and $A_5$ and passes, since $ID_{A,4} < ID_{B,5}$. $B_6$ also lies between these samples but violates the monotonicity requirement by lying outside both pieces of the bounding box. If all samples of $B$ pass, then MBT swaps the roles of $A$ and $B$ and repeats the procedure. If any sample-wise test fails, we can immediately conclude that that $A$ and $B$ do not share a counter without performing the remaining sample-wise tests.

So far, we have described a time series as being $\{(t_i, ID_i)\}$ with $t_i$ being the sample time. To maintain a virtually zero false negative rate (a crucial property relied on in MIDAR), MBT needs accurate sample times to determine which samples define the monotonic bounds for each sample-wise test. The true sample time, $\tau_i$, is the exact moment in time that a router generated the value $ID_i$. We cannot determine $\tau_i$ with active measurement, but we can calculate accurate bounds on $\tau_i$. We
know the measured times $s_i$ when we sent our probe and $r_i$ when we received the response, and that the true send and receive times are within $\pm \epsilon$ of the measured times, where $\epsilon$ is the maximum clock error of all monitors during a MIDAR run (see Sec. III-D). Since the response must have been generated between sending and receiving, we know that the true sample time must be within the sample time range $(s_i - \epsilon, r_i + \epsilon)$, which we will substitute for $\tau_i$ in MBT execution.

MIDAR obtains the samples of a single time series sequentially by sending a probe only after receiving the response to a prior probe or after a timeout, so there is never any uncertainty about the ordering of the samples within a single time series. However, since MIDAR probes multiple interfaces in parallel (Sec. III-E), two samples from separate time series can have overlapping time ranges, making the true ordering of these samples uncertain. When the time range of one of the bounding samples overlaps that of the test sample, MBT widens its bounds to the next closest sample whose time range does not overlap the test sample. This makes the monotonic bounds larger than they could have been if the true ordering of samples was known, but the sensitivity of the test is preserved despite these uncertainties—a test failure against the larger bounds conclusively means that there is no shared counter. We can thus accommodate uncertainties in both the response time and clock error without compromising the rigor of MBT.

Fig. 3 illustrates the execution of MBT using sample time ranges. We wish to individually test the samples $B$, $C$, and $D$ against the surrounding samples of $\{A_1\}$. The time ranges of $B$ and $D$ (shown as horizontal bars) do not overlap with the time ranges of $A_1$, so we know the true ordering of these samples, and MBT execution is straightforward: sample $B$ passes against $A_1$ and $A_2$, and sample $D$ fails against $A_2$ and $A_3$. Sample $C$ is the interesting new case, since the time ranges of $C$ and its nearest surrounding sample $A_2$ overlap. Because of the overlap, we cannot know whether $C$ precedes $A_2$ and therefore should be bounded by $A_1$ and $A_2$ (the left bounding box), or whether $C$ follows $A_2$ and should be bounded by $A_2$ and $A_3$ (the right box). MIDAR simply avoids relying on the ambiguous $A_2$ and looks outward toward $A_1$ and $A_3$, the nearest samples that do not overlap with $C$, to find the suitable monotonic bounds. Sample $C$ falls completely within this larger bounding box (that is, $ID_{A_1} < ID_C < ID_{A_3}$) and therefore passes. Equivalently, $C$ falls at least partially within one of the two smaller bounding boxes. The dashed line passing through $A_1$, $C$, and $A_2$ illustrates a possible monotonic counter consistent with these sample values and time ranges.

Because MBT is based strictly on the definition of monotonicity, we must detect and account for discontinuities (Appendix E) and other anomalies (Appendix F) that occur occasionally in time series that otherwise adhere to the definition. Whenever a sample-wise MBT test involves an ID value that is questionable due to a discontinuity or anomaly, the test may generate a false negative. Rather than risk this rare error, we do not apply the MBT to that sample, and rely on the remaining sample-wise tests for the most accurate result.

In general, the more ID samples we can test with MBT, and the tighter the monotonic bounds, the more confident we can be that a positive test result means a shared counter. Monotonic bounds are typically small in practice for two reasons. First, monotonic bounds are defined separately by each pair of samples and are by construction as tight as possible. Thus, the lower velocity time series in Fig. 4b has tighter bounds than the higher velocity time series in Fig. 4a. Low velocity time series make up the majority of the cases observed in our data, and the monotonic bounds can be quite small; for example, adjacent samples with ID values 5 and 7 define monotonic bounds that can be satisfied by only a single ID value, 6. Second, we can use a shorter sampling interval to tighten the bounds independently of the target velocity, as illustrated by Fig. 4b and 4c, which have identical counters but different probe spacing. To the extent possible, MIDAR tries to keep monotonic bounds small by adapting probe spacing to the actual measured velocity of each target interface (Sec. III-E).

C. Multiple probing methods

Bender et al. [17] mentioned the possibility of combining TCP and UDP methods to increase the number of testable targets, but did not offer any procedure for doing so, nor investigate its effectiveness. The recent RadarGun implementation can probe each target with both TCP and UDP but does not handle cross-protocol comparisons in any special way. In
this section, we describe the procedure used by MIDAR to fully exploit four probing methods—TCP, UDP, ICMP, and a method we call *TTL-limited indirect probing*, or *Indirect* for short.

Table I summarizes the methods supported by MIDAR. The TCP, UDP, and ICMP methods are straightforward: send a probe packet to the target, and if the response is of the expected type, collect the IP ID value. Although UDP responses from a different address are often from a different interface on the same router, there is a risk that such responses are from a different router altogether, so we do not use them in MIDAR; interpreting these responses is more in the domain of the Mercator technique. The *Indirect* method imitates a traceroute measurement. Every intermediate address in a traceroute path responded with an ICMP *time exceeded* response, so in theory, we can elicit a *time exceeded* response again by reproducing the conditions of a traceroute measurement. For an address observed at hop $h$ in a traceroute path, the *Indirect* method sends a probe with TTL = $h$ from the original vantage point to the original destination and obtains an IP ID sample from the *time exceeded* response from the target. To maximize the chances of the probe taking the same route as the original traceroute packet and expiring at the target address, we maintain the same Paris-traceroute flow label [25] as the original traceroute measurement. Nevertheless, the route can still change, and we may face a new route that either entirely bypasses the target address, or passes through the target address at a different hop. MIDAR does not currently handle the first case—this is the greatest weakness of *Indirect* probing. MIDAR handles the second case by hunting for the target at nearby TTLs. If an *Indirect* probe with TTL = $h$ does not elicit the expected response, but one of two additional probes with TTL = $h + 1$ does, we use that new TTL as the expected TTL for subsequent probes. MIDAR performs this *TTL expansion* process only in the Estimation stage (see Sec. IV-A).

In our experiments, TTL expansion increased the fraction of sufficiently-responsive targets of *Indirect* probing from 76.5% to 80.8%. Expanding further to $h + 2$ provided only a negligible increase in the response rate while significantly increasing the probing cost.

Appendix H describes the extent to which employing multiple probing methods increases usable (i.e., sufficiently responsive, nondegenerate, and monotonic) time series for our dataset described in Sec. V. Using TCP alone resulted in only 34.6% of the addresses having usable time series, leaving nearly two-thirds completely untestable with IP ID based alias resolution. If we employ all four methods, 80.6% of addresses yield usable time series to at least one method.

The main concern with employing multiple probing meth-
ods is how consistently the interfaces on the same router behave. In the simplest case, either all or none of the interfaces of a single router respond with usable IP ID values to a given method. In this case, we can collect all samples with the same method, presenting no complications for alias inference. However, interfaces on a single router do not always behave consistently, perhaps due to different filtering on different routes to the various interfaces. In such cases, we can infer aliases only if a router uses the same IP ID counter to generate responses across probing methods as well as across interfaces. We expect a router to use a shared counter on all interfaces when responding to TCP and UDP probes, since we expect the responses to come from a shared CPU that executes (router-wide) services potentially reachable with these protocols. However, when we use ICMP or *Indirect* probing, the ICMP *echo reply* or *time exceeded* responses could be generated entirely on a line card (that is, on the fast path) [26], and a line card may have its own IP ID counter not shared with either the CPU or other line cards on the same router. Thus, there is a chance that responses to ICMP and *Indirect* probes may not share a counter with responses to TCP or UDP probes.

We can detect counter sharing across probing methods in the same way we identify shared counters across interfaces—we apply MBT to a pair of time series obtained from the same interface but with different probing methods. Note that these $O(N)$ cross-method comparisons do not suffer from the high false discovery rate of the $O(N^2)$ cross-interface comparisons described in Appendix C. We observe a relatively high incidence of counter sharing for our dataset (see Sec. V), ranging from 88.9% to 97.4% of addresses per pair of methods (see Appendix I for details). Because counter sharing across methods is common, we can usually detect a shared counter across addresses even if the addresses are probed with different methods. Thus, there would be little benefit to probing every address with every method when collecting data for MBT; one method per target is sufficient, and much more efficient.

To determine which methods are usable with each target, MIDAR probes all targets with all methods in the initial Estimation stage (see Sec. IV-A). This process is inherently scalable since time series do not need to overlap across targets. When multiple methods are usable for a given target, MIDAR selects one to use in subsequent stages based on the following preferences. We prefer TCP over UDP because routers are more likely to rate-limit their responses to UDP. We know this from our own observations, and the fact that modern Cisco routers by default generate at most one *unreachable* response every 500 ms [27]. If the UDP and ICMP methods do not appear to share a counter, we prefer UDP, because responses to UDP are more likely to be generated in the CPU using an ID counter that is shared across interfaces. But if UDP and ICMP do share a counter, the choice of method does not affect the chances of cross-interface counter sharing, and we prefer ICMP because its responses are less likely to be rate limited. We prefer *Indirect* the least because 1) its responses are less likely to be generated in the CPU with a shared counter, 2) its responses are more likely to be rate limited, 3) a routing change may prevent us from probing a target, and 4) if a vantage point is lost mid-run, we may not have the traceroute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Probe Packet</th>
<th>Expected Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>TCP ACK to port 80 on target</td>
<td>TCP RST or (rarely) ICMP port unreachable from target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>UDP packet to port 33435 on target</td>
<td>ICMP port unreachable from target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>ICMP echo request to target</td>
<td>ICMP echo reply from target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>TTL-limited ICMP echo request to a host past the target</td>
<td>ICMP time exceeded from target</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I**

**Summary of probing methods.**
information needed to probe from a different vantage point.

Use of multiple probing methods is the reason MIDAR uses higher quality thresholds for time series than RadarGun, as described in Sec. III-A. Accepting a medium-quality time series from a preferred method might mean MIDAR would ignore a high-quality time series for the same address from a less-preferred method.

**D. Multiple vantage points**

MIDAR employs multiple vantage points to increase the aggregate probing rate, an obvious approach to scalability suggested but not implemented in [17]. Because MIDAR needs to compare time series collected by the different vantage points, their clocks must be synchronized, for example with NTP or RADclock [28], [29]. MIDAR does not require extraordinarily precise clock synchronization, but it does require an estimate of the maximum clock error $\epsilon$ across all vantage points during execution. The lower the $\epsilon$, the tighter the monotonic bounds become in the Monotonic Bounds Test (Sec. III-B), so we recommend minimizing $\epsilon$ where possible by, for example, deploying RADclock instead of NTP.

The higher probing rate achievable by multiple vantage points is not enough by itself for true scalability as the number of targets increases to Internet-scale. We discuss another technique MIDAR employs for scalability in the next section.

**E. Achieving probing scalability with sliding window**

The simplest way to collect overlapping time series for a list of target addresses is to iterate over the list multiple times, probing the targets in order, like RadarGun. If we probe $N$ addresses at $p$ packets per second (pps), then each target is sampled every $I = N/p$ seconds. The resulting time series for each target is usable only if the sampling interval $I$ is less than or equal to the maximum acceptable sampling interval $I_{\text{max}}$ for that target (see Sec. III-A). $I$ must be short enough to accommodate the highest velocity of the $N$ targets. Suppose the highest velocity is $2000$ ID/s. Then, from (1), we must have $I \leq 9.83$ s. If $N = 2 \times 10^5$, then to achieve $I = 9.83$ s, we must probe at $203459$ pps, which is at least $71.6$ Mb/s of traffic with TCP probes. The brute force approach of probing from 1000 hosts in parallel would reduce the probing rate to 203 pps per host, but managing that many hosts is cumbersome. Here, we present a more scalable technique that can achieve even smaller intervals for high velocity targets, at half the per-host probing rate, using fewer than 40 hosts.

MIDAR achieves probing scalability with a *sliding window* scheduling algorithm that exploits two observations. The first observation is that if addresses have very dissimilar velocities, they cannot share a counter, so we do not need to apply the MBT to them and thus do not need their time series to overlap. That is, we can use velocity similarity as a high sensitivity (but low PPV) shared counter test, to filter out many unshared counter pairs at an early stage. The second observation is that target velocities vary widely from near zero to several thousand

To estimate $\epsilon$, we used `ntpq/ntpd` to determine the clock offset and delay of each vantage point during a MIDAR run.

![Fig. 5. Portion of sliding window schedule for a real large-scale run. The full schedule covers 272 rounds and 37,546 addresses per monitor, but for brevity, we show only every fifth round from 30 to 90 and only the first 1400 addresses. Addresses A and B have similar velocities, so are near each other in the velocity-sorted list, and thus share the window in rounds 35–83. Addresses A and C have less similar velocities, and share a window only in rounds 70–83. Addresses A and D have even less similar velocities, and so D does not enter the window until round 85, after A has exited.](image-url)
narrow window includes all targets that could plausibly share a counter with the highest-velocity target, while excluding many targets that could not. The window is several times wider at round 90 than at round 30 because the target velocities at indexes 400–1400 are much lower with less variation, so the sampling interval can be longer, and more of the adjacent targets are shared-counter candidates based on their velocities.

Next, observe that the window gradually moves down the list over successive rounds. The more rounds two addresses co-occupy the window, the more overlap there will be between their time series. We wish to ensure sufficient overlap between targets with similar velocities, but avoid wasting resources on obtaining overlap between targets with sufficiently dissimilar velocities. Targets with nearly the same velocities, such as A and B in Fig. 5, are near each other in the target list and thus will co-occupy the window the longest and have the most overlap. Targets A and B have overlapping samples from round 35, when B first falls within the window, until round 83, when A last appears in the window. Targets with only somewhat similar velocities, such as A and C, are farther apart in the target list and thus will co-occupy the window for only a limited number of rounds (rounds 70–83 for A and C), but collecting even a few overlapping samples is still useful for ruling out these unlikely shared-counter pairs with MBT. Finally, targets with sufficiently dissimilar velocities, such as A and D, never co-occupy a window and have no overlap, but we presume they cannot share a counter, so lacking overlap is a feature that improves efficiency.

The sliding window must balance two competing requirements in each round—it must be narrow enough to ensure a sufficiently short sampling interval for the highest target velocity in the window, and it must be wide enough to include all nearby targets with velocities similar enough to share a counter. We can quantify this trade-off with metrics that depend only on target velocities and use the metrics to guide the choice of the optimal window size. Let \( v_{\text{high}} \) be the highest target velocity in a window, and \( v_{\text{low}} \) the lowest. These are the velocities of the first and last targets in the window, because the target list is sorted by descending velocity. We define a spacing metric for the quality of a window’s sampling interval in terms of how much a counter with velocity \( v_{\text{high}} \) would advance between samples; specifically, we define a counter advancement of 16384, or 1/4 of the ID space, to be one unit of spacing. If the counter advances 1/8 of the ID space, then the spacing will be 0.5. Lower spacing means more samples between counter wraps. We define a similarity metric for a window’s inclusiveness of similar target velocities in terms of the ratio \( v_{\text{low}} / v_{\text{high}} \), with a value of 2/3 being one unit of similarity. A ratio of 1/3 would be a similarity of 0.5. The lower the similarity, the wider the range of velocities allowed as possible shared counter pairs. As a window becomes larger, the spacing metric increases (gets worse) and the similarity metric decreases (gets better). For each round, we choose the window’s starting target index, and then choose the window size at which these two metric values are equal (or cross). If possible, we first advance the starting target index of the window past any targets in the beginning portion of the window that have already been probed at least 30 times while sharing a window with all targets of similar enough velocities to potentially share counters. In this way, the window eventually slides down the entirety of the target list over multiple rounds.

We chose the coefficients and balance point for the two metrics based on our experiments with the sliding window schedule. These choices reflect an informed judgment on the relative importance of various measurement parameters, and it may be worthwhile to further study the tradeoffs involved, but the exact chosen values are not critical. Because the window follows a smooth transition, a small change in these parameters or in velocity estimates would cause only a small change in the amount of overlap between targets. If we had taken a simpler approach of grouping the targets by velocity and probing each group separately, a small change in parameters or velocity estimates could change group assignments and cause some pairs of targets to go from full overlap to no overlap.

MIDAR partitions the full target list across multiple vantage points and simultaneously probes with a sliding window from all locations. To ensure that all targets with similar velocities have overlapping time series even across vantage points, MIDAR assigns, to the extent possible, both an equal number of targets and an equal distribution of target velocities to each vantage point, so that the windows of different vantage points cover the same range of velocities at the same time. Targets that can only be probed with the Indirect method can only be assigned to vantage points that saw that target in a traceroute path, but targets usable with other methods can be assigned to any vantage point, giving us the flexibility needed to achieve nearly identical velocity distributions.

The same sliding window schedule drives probing on each vantage point. We can pre-calculate the schedule because the windows depend only on target velocities, which are known in advance. The schedule includes a delay in each round for any vantage point that was assigned less than its share of targets for that round, allowing us to finely synchronize the probing of a given velocity range across all vantage points.

The sliding window scales gracefully without manual parameter adjustment to varying numbers of targets and vantage points and varying levels of overlap quality between time series. Using this approach, with 40 vantage points and a self-imposed limit of 100 pps per vantage point to minimize impact on the network, we were able to collect the required overlapping time series for 1.9 million addresses in 5.9 hours, with a worst case sampling interval of 15% of the wrap period. This aggregate probing rate of 4,000 pps is significantly lower than the 459,496 pps that would be needed by the brute force approach to achieve the same sampling interval.

Like TTL clustering in Rocketfuel, MIDAR’s sliding window eliminates many pairs from consideration before fully probing them. In the context of MIDAR, we chose to use a sliding window based on IP ID, the same parameter already used by MBT, rather than introduce potential additional complications of a new parameter, TTL.

\section*{F. Further reducing false positives}

For the millions of addresses typically discovered by Internet-scale mapping experiments, some of the trillions of
possible pairs of addresses will have similar IP ID time series over a given measurement period out of sheer coincidence (see Appendix C). Thus, all IP ID based alias tests will be susceptible to false positives at this scale. Fortunately, unrelated IP ID counters that were coincidentally similar during one period of time will eventually diverge under continued observation. We exploit this fact to substantially improve confidence in positive test results and to rule out false positives. We repeatedly test pairs that pass MBT, delaying hours or days between tests. The more times a pair passes MBT, the higher our confidence of a shared counter; but a single MBT failure conclusively rules out a shared counter. Because of the virtually zero false negative rate of MBT, assuming the clock error is not underestimated and counter anomalies are detected (see Appendix F), we can repeatedly apply MBT with negligible risk of losing aliases.

When starting with a large number $N$ of addresses, our probing schedule must be tuned to handle the $O(N^2)$ possible pairs, at some expense to accuracy. But as we repeat the MBT, the number of alias candidates gets smaller, allowing us to tune our probing schedule to give more accurate MBT results. Many different solutions are possible on how we do this is described in the next section.

IV. MIDAR IMPLEMENTATION

A complete execution of MIDAR is divided into four stages. In the Estimation stage, we determine the velocity and best probe method for each address for use in subsequent stages. In the Discovery stage, we probe all target addresses with a sliding window probing schedule that allows us to efficiently probe and apply MBT to a large number of pairs to discover potential counter pairs. In the Elimination stage, we re-probe and repeat MBT on these potential alias pairs to rule out false positives. Finally, in the Corroboration stage, we probe and apply MBT to each candidate alias set as a whole to confirm them and to rule out remaining false positives. After completion of all probing stages, we infer reliable alias sets.

A. Estimation stage

In the Estimation stage, we ascertain two fundamental properties of each target. We first identify the preferred probing method for each target, as discussed in Sec. III-C. All subsequent MIDAR stages probe each target with only the target’s preferred method. We next estimate the velocity of each target by applying (2) to the time series collected by a target’s preferred method. The subsequent Discovery stage uses these estimated target velocities to calculate its $I_{max}$ according to (1) and create the sliding window schedule.

We partition the target list across vantage points and probe every target with every probing method. Because we care only about the properties of individual targets, we do not need to collect overlapping time series across targets, so the probing procedure is inherently scalable to any number of targets. To avoid potential bias in selecting a probing method, we randomize the probing order of the methods for each target. We probe each target 30 times, with an average interval of about 7.8 s between probes of a given method to the same target. This interval is short enough to reliably sample targets with velocities up to 2,520 ID/s, according to (1).

B. Discovery stage

The Discovery stage is our first pass at identifying address pairs that appear to share a counter. We start by generating a sliding window probing schedule using the velocities found in the Estimation stage, and, following this schedule, probe each target with its best probing method. We then analyze the results of these Discovery probes, applying our shared counter tests to every pair of targets with overlapping time series. Our most important test for shared counters is the Monotonic Bounds Test (Sec. III-B). But before applying the MBT, we can sometimes rule out a shared counter with two simpler checks on IP ID byte order and precision (see Appendix F).

We explicitly do not use tests based on hop distance between monitor and target, or on the inferred initial TTL set by the target in the response, because these tests provide little additional benefit and risk causing false negatives.

C. Elimination stage

In the Elimination stage, we repeat the MBT on every apparent shared counter pair found in Discovery in order to eliminate the bulk of the false positives. Because we now have a manageable set of candidate pairs, we no longer need a sliding window probing schedule. To achieve minimal probe spacing, and thus minimize the ID bounds in the MBT, we could probe each shared-counter pair separately. The main drawbacks of this approach are the high cost of probing a large number of candidate pairs (6.8 million pairs in our experiment, see Sec. V) and the undesirability of repeatedly probing addresses that are involved in many candidate pairs.

We can achieve far greater probing efficiency by exploiting the graph structure of shared-counter sets, with addresses as nodes and candidate shared-counter relationships as edges. Large shared-counter sets generated by Discovery tend to be very sparse graphs with many smaller cliques or near-cliques of real aliases linked together by relatively few false edges created by chance alignments. In Elimination, we decompose each large shared-counter set into overlapping smaller subgraphs, ensuring each edge occurs in at least one subgraph. We try to extract subgraphs that are as close to a clique as possible, since we can efficiently collect overlapping time series between all pairs in a clique with the minimal number of probes, but if the resulting subgraph would cause $\Delta ID$ to exceed 5% of the ID space, we choose a smaller subgraph to guarantee tight probe spacing for more effective elimination of false positives. To reduce repeated probing of addresses, we try to minimize the number of subgraphs that include any given address. In the experiment described in Sec. V, this subgraph-based probing generated only 15% as many probes as would have been needed by pair-wise probing.

We probe each subgraph for 10 rounds, where a round consists of a single probe to each member of the subgraph consecutively, which guarantees maximum overlap between the time series of the addresses. We send probes to members of the same subgraph no faster than once every 600 ms and no slower than once every second. The purpose of the lower bound is to avoid the appearance of an attack and to avoid rate limiting at the target, since at least one popular brand of
router will by default rate-limit ICMP unreachable responses to one every 500 ms. For each subgraph \( S \), the round duration is typically a little over \( |S| \times 600 \text{ ms} \) and at most \( |S| \times 1 \text{ s} \).

To reduce total run time, we probe multiple subgraphs in parallel. The artificial delay within each round allows us to interleave rounds of different subgraphs without significantly increasing the duration of each round. We can control our aggregate probing rate by adjusting the number of subgraphs we probe in parallel.

D. Corroboration stage

In the Corroboration stage, we take the transitive closure of all candidate shared-counter pairs that passed the Elimination stage to obtain candidate shared-counter sets. We then probe each of the sets as a whole and apply MBT to both the apparent shared-counter pairs we have already discovered and the pairs implied by transitive closure of those discovered pairs.

Probing in the Corroboration stage is the same as in the Elimination stage. The only difference is in the input—the sets are smaller, but we want coverage of every possible transitive closure pair in each set, not just the previously discovered pairs. Although most sets are small, some are still large enough or have high enough velocity that they need to be broken into subgraphs as in Elimination. Compared to Elimination, more subgraphs are required to cover an alias set of a given size in Corroboration because we must probe every pair in the transitive closure. Minimizing the size of these sets by eliminating as many false positives as possible in Elimination allows Corroboration to work with reasonable efficiency.

The Corroboration stage can also be used as a standalone tool to retest a previously collected set of aliases that have undergone months of potential address churn, or to test potential alias sets discovered by other means, such as with DNS name inference or other alias resolution techniques. Used this way, the Corroboration stage is more efficient and has better PPV and sensitivity than Ally or RadarGun.

E. Final alias inference

After all probing stages, we can finally infer reliable alias sets. First, we find all pairs that passed MBT in Discovery, were not ruled out by Elimination, and were reconfirmed by MBT in Corroboration. Each of these pairs has passed the MBT at least two times, so we have fairly high confidence that they actually share counters. The transitive closure of these pairs yields the alias sets corresponding to routers. For each new pair created through transitive closure, we perform the MBT and other alias tests using probe data already collected in the Corroboration stage. Because the Corroboration stage was specifically designed to obtain overlapping time series for every pair in every alias set, we will be able to perform at least one MBT on each of these previously untested transitive closure pairs, except when addresses are unresponsive. A transitive closure conflict occurs when addresses \( A \) and \( B \) appear to share a counter, \( B \) and \( C \) appear to share a counter, but \( A \) and \( C \) do not share a counter. Such a conflict cannot occur in an actual alias set, but can occur in experimental data due to a false positive or false negative, or a change in the network topology during data collection. We conservatively discard any alias sets with transitive closure conflicts; the sets that remain are MIDAR’s final router alias sets.

V. Experimental Results

We now describe an Internet-scale experiment with MIDAR performed on CAIDA’s Archipelago (Ark) [21] infrastructure on April 18–26, 2011. Results are summarized in Table II.

For input to MIDAR, we collected 2,323,682 addresses, primarily from intermediate (router) addresses in 189 million Paris-traceroute paths taken April 1–15, 2011 in the IPv4 Routed /24 Topology Dataset [30], which is an effort to systematically measure IP-level paths from Ark monitors to a dynamically generated list of IP addresses covering all /24 prefixes in routed IPv4 address space. Of these addresses, MIDAR’s Estimation stage found that 1,872,813 (80.6%) had usable time series (Sec. III-A). For more detailed classification of Estimation responses, see Appendix G.

In the Discovery stage, we probed these usable addresses from 40 Ark monitors with a sliding window schedule. Of the \( \binom{N}{2} = 1.75 \times 10^{12} \) address pairs, 6,828,390 (0.0004%) appeared to use a shared counter. The small fraction is not surprising because the number of shared pairs should be \( O(N) \) whereas the total number of pairs is \( O(N^2) \). The 45.75% of pairs with dissimilar Estimation velocities were very unlikely to share a counter, and the sliding window was intentionally engineered to not waste resources collecting the overlapping time series needed to apply the MBT to such pairs.

Analyzing all possible pairs in the Discovery stage is by far the most computationally expensive task in a large-scale MIDAR run; using a server with eight hyperthreaded 3.0 GHz CPUs, analysis of the 1.75 trillion pairs took 20 hours. Transitive closure of the 6,828,390 apparent shared-counter pairs resulted in 75,350 apparent shared-counter sets containing a total of 1,033,759 addresses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stage/classification</th>
<th>address pairs</th>
<th>percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• usable</td>
<td>1,753,713,330,078</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• unusable</td>
<td>110,318,572,353</td>
<td>6.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• dissimilar Est. ( \hat{v} ) (likely unshared)</td>
<td>802,244,369,262</td>
<td>45.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• failed MBT (definitely unshared)</td>
<td>841,143,560,073</td>
<td>47.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• passed MBT (possibly shared) ( \equiv D )</td>
<td>6,828,390</td>
<td>0.000389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• \ldots and belong to a large set ( \equiv D_L )</td>
<td>6,450,911</td>
<td>0.000368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• \ldots and belong to a small set ( \equiv D_S )</td>
<td>377,479</td>
<td>0.000022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corroboration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• in ( \mathcal{E}_L ) and passed MBT ( \equiv \mathcal{E}_L )</td>
<td>2,790,570</td>
<td>0.000159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• survived Elim. ( \equiv \mathcal{D}_S \cup \mathcal{E}_L ) ( \equiv \mathcal{E} )</td>
<td>3,168,049</td>
<td>0.000181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• in transitiveClosure(C) ( \equiv C_T )</td>
<td>2,935,558</td>
<td>0.000167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• \ldots in ( C_T ) and passed Cor.</td>
<td>2,930,698</td>
<td>0.000167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• \ldots in ( C_T ) and failed Cor.</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• \ldots in ( C_T ) and untested in Cor.</td>
<td>2,360</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ( C_T ) minus pairs in conflicted sets</td>
<td>2,800,727</td>
<td>0.000160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3We used 21 cycles of traces (7 per team) collected by all 54 active Ark monitors rather than just the 40 monitors used for MIDAR measurements.
Of the 75,350 apparent shared-counter sets, 72,644 sets were already small enough to be efficiently tested in the Corroboration stage, but 2,706 sets were large enough that we wanted to use an Elimination stage to break them up before Corroboration. The largest of these contained 618,877 addresses, but only 6.3 million of its 191 billion possible pairs were actually classified as shared. This very sparse graph is consistent with our expectation of many smaller cliques or near-cliques of true shared-counter sets being linked together by relatively few false shared-counter pairs. These large sets were successfully broken up by eliminating pairs that the Elimination stage classified as unshared or untestable, leaving 174,075 sets containing 704,506 addresses, with the largest set containing 658 addresses. Of the 2,790,570 pairs that passed the MBT in Elimination, 2,705,601 (97.0%) would be reconfirmed as being shared in Corroboration, suggesting that Elimination had already removed the majority of Discovery’s false positives among those pairs.

At this point, there are 3,168,049 pairs that survived Elimination: the 377,479 pairs from small Discovery sets that were not subjected to Elimination and the 2,790,570 pairs from large Discovery sets that passed Elimination. In Corroboration, we probe those pairs to reconfirm them, and also probe the 1,202,111 additional pairs implied by transitive closure of those pairs so we will be able to perform full-mesh conflict testing. Of the pairs that survived Elimination, 2,783,801 passed Corroboration, and have now passed MBT at least twice. (The pairs that failed mostly belonged to small Discovery sets and had been previously tested only once, and so were likely to still contain a significant number of false positives.) Transitive closure of these high-confidence pairs yielded 126,147 sets containing 427,199 addresses and 2,935,558 total pairs. The largest set was the same 658-address set found by the Elimination stage. Of these sets, only 23 contained transitive closure conflicts. Treating the conflicting sets as untrustworthy leaves us with 126,124 sets containing 426,152 addresses and 2,800,727 total alias pairs. Only 2,325 (0.08%) of the pairs in 352 (0.28%) of the sets were untested by MBT, that is, inferred only via transitive closure. The high degree of internal consistency in the face of nearly complete full-mesh testing of every set is strong evidence that MIDAR’s positive predictive value is extremely high (that is, it finds very few false positives).

### VI. Validation

For validation, we used two sets of ground truth data: R&E, a collection of known topologies provided by research and educational networks (Canet [31], CENIC [32], GÉANT [33], I-Light [34], Internet2 [35], and NLR [36]); and Tier1, a known topology provided by a Tier 1 ISP.

The most direct validation we can do is test whether MIDAR and a validation set agree on the classification of alias pairs. Table III shows the result of this comparison for the full-scale experiment described in Sec. V against the two validation sets. Note that disagreements may indicate not just errors in MIDAR, but also errors in the validation set or real changes in the network between collection of MIDAR data and validation sets. For both sets, the number of false positives (shared nonaliases) is zero, showing that MIDAR has a high positive predictive value. There were few actual alias pairs that the MBT explicitly classified as unshared; closer analysis of their time series supports the conclusion that they are actually unshared, and not false negatives in MBT. The majority of aliases missed by MIDAR were due to routers that do not respond, do not use monotonic counters, or do not share a counter across interfaces, making them undetectable with any IP ID based technique.

To test the quality of the sliding window schedule, we examine how many rounds of overlap were achieved between the time series of pairs of addresses known to share counters.\(^4\) We identify known shared counters by performing a standalone Corroboration run on known aliases. In Discovery, we require at least 5 sample points to pass the MBT, which can be obtained in 3 overlapping rounds, assuming no discontinuities or unresponsive probes. Fig. 6 shows that the sliding window achieved this 3 round minimum for 99.75% of known shared-counter pairs in the Tier1 dataset, and 99.99% in the R&E dataset. Thus, all the shared counter pairs that could have been found by Discovery, only a tiny fraction were missed due to poor overlap in the sliding window.

![Fig. 6. Time series overlap between known shared-counter pairs during the sliding window for a newer MIDAR run on Oct 24-Nov 3, 2011. The sliding window failed to achieve 3 rounds of overlap for only 0.01% in the R&E dataset.](image-url)

\(^4\)We did this overlap analysis on a new MIDAR run on Oct 24–Nov 3, 2011, which has similar overall results to the April 2011 MIDAR run described in the rest of this paper. We are unable to do this analysis on the April run.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\tiny
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
MIDAR & Tier1 & R&E \\
\hline
result & aliases & nonaliases & aliases & nonaliases \\
\hline
in target list & 72,300 & 58,100,671 & 17,930 & 1,710,940 \\
\hline
unusable in Estimation (positive) & 3,592 & 19,867,021 & 9,869 & 900,441 \\
\hline
unshared (negative) & 372 & 8,758,079 & 8 & 335,297 \\
\hline
undetermined & 1,197 & 10,185,571 & 2,197 & 475,202 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Ground truth validation of full-scale MIDAR shared-counter pairs. A pair is “in target list” or “usable” if that condition is true for both of its addresses. “Undetermined” is mostly pairs that were not tested with MBT because they had dissimilar velocities. Actual aliases can legitimately be classified as “unshared” or “undetermined” if they belong to a router that does not share a counter across interfaces.}
\end{table}
Although it is not feasible to run RadarGun at the scale of our MIDAR run in Sec. V, we did run it in April 2012 against our entire ground truth, which is larger and more reliable than the inference-based validation data used by Bender et al. [17]. We used TCP probes and an average probe spacing of 30.1 s and 13.1 s for the Tier1 and R&E datasets, respectively. We then analyzed the results with various settings of RadarGun’s alias distance threshold. We also applied MIDAR’s Discovery stage analysis to the data collected by RadarGun, allowing us to directly compare RadarGun’s time series modeling and distance test to MIDAR’s time series modeling and MBT. Note that we are not testing the full MIDAR system; in particular, we are not testing multiple probing methods, multiple stages, or adaptive probe spacing. Table IV summarizes the results. Given identical probe data, there is no setting of RadarGun’s alias distance threshold that allows it to achieve results as good as MIDAR’s MBT in both TP and FP at the same time.

Because the available ground truth is too small to explore large-scale phenomena, we constructed a special set of target addresses for this purpose. From the 126 124 multi-address and 1.7 × 10^6 single-address shared-counter sets identified by the full MIDAR run of April 2011, we randomly picked one address in each of 100 000 random sets. Although MIDAR cannot always identify the full set of addresses belonging to every router, this construction minimizes the chance that some of our selected addresses legitimately share a counter.

In April 2012, we ran RadarGun on these addresses with TCP probes and an average probe spacing of 41.8 s. We also ran MIDAR Discovery stage analysis on the data collected by RadarGun. Of the 100 000 addresses, 32 604 were testable with RadarGun, and 29 678 with MBT. RadarGun with its default alias distance threshold of 200 found 1 470 877 positives out of 531 494 106 testable pairs, and MBT found 327 out of 440 377 003 (and a full MIDAR run with multiple stages and adaptive probe spacing would find even fewer). Assuming that all positives are false gives an upper bound on false positives. To obtain a lower bound, we must count only the positives that we can be sure are actual negatives. We rely on the fact that MBT tests a necessary condition for counter sharing, and is not specific to MIDAR. If two time series fail MBT, they cannot share a counter (assuming no undetected anomalies). Of the 1 470 877 probable false positives found by RadarGun, 1 298 696 failed the MBT and so are definitely false positives for RadarGun, giving a lower bound on \( \alpha \) of 0.0024. (We cannot use this approach to obtain a lower bound on MIDAR’s false positive rate.) Table V shows the results for upper and lower bounds on FP and \( \alpha \) for various settings of the RadarGun distance threshold, showing that RadarGun is highly susceptible to false positives, regardless of the chosen threshold.

By plotting the number of false positives in the above tests against increasingly larger random subsets of the targets, we found that the number of false positives for both tools was, as expected, directly proportional to the total number of testable pairs, not addresses. Specifically, the number of false positives matched the predicted curve \( \alpha \times N \times (N-1)/2 \), with the values of \( \alpha \) given in Table V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tool and threshold</th>
<th>upper bound</th>
<th>lower bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RadarGun 1</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>1 266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RadarGun 10</td>
<td>25 235</td>
<td>21 994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RadarGun 200</td>
<td>61 895</td>
<td>55 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RadarGun 300</td>
<td>1 470 877</td>
<td>1 298 696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDAR MBT</td>
<td>2 307</td>
<td>2 114 970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. Conclusions

No one alias resolution technique is perfect. All have some amount of false positives, all have significant incompleteness, and most have scalability issues in the operational difficulty of working at large scale or in the way errors grow superlinearly as the scale increases. MIDAR extends recent work in IP ID-based alias resolution with new, highly scalable techniques that minimize false positives sufficiently to achieve a high positive predictive value at Internet scale (that is, millions of addresses). Although we believe false positives and scalability are now essentially solved problems for IP ID-based techniques, completeness will always be limited by routers that simply do not share IP ID counters across interfaces. Furthermore, rate-limiting may slightly reduce the completeness in MIDAR, and overcoming this limitation is an area for future study. Using multiple alias resolution techniques in parallel can improve completeness, but resolving disagreements between techniques is a challenge we hope to pursue in the future.

We are currently using a combination of MIDAR, iffinder, and kapar (working toward our larger Multi-Approach Alias Resolution System (MAARS)) to periodically capture router-level topology which we curate and share with researchers [37]. The MIDAR tool and all data of this paper will be released to the community by June 2012 [38].
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TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ground truth and threshold</th>
<th>testable aliases</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>PPV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier1 RadarGun 1</td>
<td>62 817</td>
<td>1 500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RadarGun 10</td>
<td>62 817</td>
<td>48 146</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RadarGun 100</td>
<td>62 817</td>
<td>61 773</td>
<td>7358</td>
<td>0.8936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RadarGun 200</td>
<td>62 817</td>
<td>62 392</td>
<td>23 110</td>
<td>0.7297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RadarGun 300</td>
<td>62 817</td>
<td>62 392</td>
<td>56 885</td>
<td>0.5231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDAR MBT</td>
<td>62 817</td>
<td>62 817</td>
<td>48 146</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tool and threshold</th>
<th>upper bound</th>
<th>lower bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RadarGun 1</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>1 266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RadarGun 10</td>
<td>25 235</td>
<td>21 994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RadarGun 200</td>
<td>61 895</td>
<td>55 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RadarGun 300</td>
<td>1 470 877</td>
<td>1 298 696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDAR MBT</td>
<td>2 307</td>
<td>2 114 970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5The MIDAR validation in Table III had fewer testable pairs than this validation because it included only addresses that also appeared in Ark traces.
APPENDIX A

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION

Fig. 7 shows the distribution of velocities for usable time series (Sec. III-A) collected by the Estimation stage (Sec. IV-A). The figure shows separate distributions for each of the four supported MIDAR probing methods (Sec. III-C). The upper bound on the plot is approximately 2 520 ID/s, the maximum discernable velocity of 2 520 ID/s for the given sampling interval.

Table VI: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BINARY CLASSIFICATION TERMS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Actual value</th>
<th>Test result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPENDIX B

BINARY CLASSIFICATION

To aid in discussion of alias resolution tests, it is useful to review some terminology commonly used in epidemiology and other fields. Some of these terms and their relationships are illustrated in table VI.

- **positive**: having the condition in question (e.g., a pair of addresses sharing an IP ID counter, or being aliases)
- **negative**: not having the condition in question
- **actual positives (AP) and actual negatives (AN)**: number of cases that do or do not actually have the condition
- **prevalence**: fraction of cases that actually have the condition, AP/(AP + AN)
- **true positives (TP)**: actual positives that test as positive
- **true negatives (TN)**: actual negatives that test as negative
- **false positives (FP)**: actual negatives that test as positive
- **false negatives (FN)**: actual positives that test as negative
The prevalence is then (counters belonging to unrelated addresses are coincidentally synchronized to within the tolerance of the test). Then, the tests on actual negatives will give false positive results when prevalence is low, as in the case of large scale alias resolution, a test that mostly gives negative results will have a large number of true negatives and thus high accuracy, but might still have poor sensitivity and PPV.

**APPENDIX C**

**FALSE POSITIVES**

The false discovery rate is potentially very high when using IP ID time series for alias resolution at Internet scale.

According to the well-known "birthday problem," in a group of just 23 or more randomly chosen people, there is greater than 50% probability that at least one pair of people will have the same birthday. Similarly, given that the IP ID space has $2^{16} = 65,536$ distinct values, it takes a group of just 302 IP addresses to have a 50% probability of some pair of addresses having the same IP ID value at any given time, and just 777 addresses for a 99% probability. When the number of targets $N$ passes the number of possible values $H$, collisions are guaranteed by the pigeonhole principle. Even worse, if our IP ID test allows a range of nearby values instead of just equal values, the frequency of collisions increases with the size of the range. This would be the case if it were possible to probe all $N$ targets instantaneously with Ally. In the context of the birthday problem, this requirement would be like requiring a pair of people in a group to have birthdays within 4 days of each other (which happens with 50% probability in a group of just 9 people).

Given $N$ target addresses, and an average of $d$ addresses per router, the number of shared-counter pairs (actual positives) is approximately the number of interface pairs per router times the number of routers:

$$\text{AP} \approx \binom{d}{2} \times \frac{N}{d} = \frac{N(d-1)}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

and the number of non-shared-counter pairs (actual negatives) is the total number of possible pairs minus the actual positives:

$$\text{AN} = \binom{N}{2} - \text{AP} \approx \frac{N(N-d)}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The prevalence is then $(d-1)/(N-1)$. Some fraction $\alpha$ of the tests on actual negatives will give false positive results when counters belonging to unrelated addresses are coincidentally synchronized to within the tolerance of the test. Then, the total number of false positives will be

$$\text{FP} = \alpha \times \text{AN} \approx \frac{\alpha N(N-d)}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

For alias resolution results to have a useful *positive predictive value*, there must be significantly fewer false positives than actual positives. Comparing (5) and (3), and solving for $\alpha$, gives us an upper bound on useful values of $\alpha$:

$$\alpha \ll \frac{d-1}{N-d}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Thus, when $N \gg d$, the maximum acceptable false positive rate of the test is inversely proportional to the number of target addresses.

To decrease $\alpha$, RadarGun and MIDAR compare tens of sample points in time series, as opposed to Ally’s two. However, the decrease is not as much as one might expect, for two reasons. First, the samples in a single series are not independent, but are related by an underlying counter that increments with a somewhat regular rate. From this perspective, we can view the test as requiring that two counters have similar initial ID values and similar velocity (rate of ID change). Second, because the velocity distribution of real ID time series is heavily skewed towards low velocities as seen in Fig. 7, many pairs of counters will have a low velocity difference. Two unrelated counters with a similar initial ID value and a low velocity difference will take a long time to diverge.

Furthermore, note that the alias relationship is transitive. That is, if addresses $A$ and $B$ are aliases, and $B$ and $C$ are aliases, we must infer that $A$ and $C$ are also aliases; all three addresses belong to the same router. Even a small set of false positives, interpreted at face value, could lead us to incorrectly merge many distinct routers into one. The topology distortion caused by false positives is thus amplified by transitive closure.

**APPENDIX D**

**NEGATIVE DELTA RATE OF RANDOM TIME SERIES**

A random time series is produced from random IP ID values rather than from a monotonic counter. In random time series, the average probability of an individual delta being negative is 50%, regardless of the sampling rate. Therefore, the expected number of negative deltas appearing in a random time series of $n$ values is given by the binomial distribution for $n-1$ trials and $p = 0.5$. This distribution is a bell-shaped curve with mode at $(n-1)/2$.

For a time series of 30 samples (29 deltas), we would allow a maximum of $|0.3 \times 29| = 8$ negative deltas before classifying the time series as unusable based on our 30% threshold on negative deltas (Sec. III-A). The probability of getting 8 or fewer negative deltas out of 29 random deltas is just 0.012, so 98.8% of random time series will be correctly identified as unusable. Eliminating addresses with random time series at an early stage is more efficient than ruling out shared counters involving those addresses later with MBT.

**APPENDIX E**

**DISCONTINUITIES IN TIME SERIES**

An IP ID time series that appears mostly monotonic may have an occasional discontinuity, a local region of uncertainty where we cannot be confident that a counter remained monotonic between individual samples.
There are two types of discontinuity. First, there is a discontinuity if the time gap between samples is too large, or more precisely, if $\Delta t_i$ is greater than 3.5 times the median $\Delta t$ of the same time series. This means that we lost three or more consecutive samples (assuming a regular spacing of probes) due to rate limited responses or packet loss. Recall that our definition of a usable time series required at least three samples between counter wraps, so if we have lost three or more samples, the gap may hide one or more counter wraps.

The second type of discontinuity occurs when the counter advances too quickly between samples, which could be due to a burst of router traffic causing high velocity monotonic ID advancement, but could also be due to the router’s counter being reset, causing a non-monotonic ID change. Let $\tilde{v}$ be the median segment velocity for a given time series. If either the actual counter advancement $\Delta ID_i$ or the expected counter advancement $\tilde{v}\Delta t_i$ of a segment is greater than 30% of the ID space, we mark that segment as a discontinuity.

We take discontinuities into account in all our analyses, allowing us to use time series that would otherwise introduce errors or be unusable. For example, we exclude discontinuities when computing $\tilde{v}$ in (2); that is, for a discontinuity between samples $i$ and $i+1$, we exclude $\Delta ID_i$ and $\Delta t_i$, thus improving the robustness of $\tilde{v}$ to atypical or transient counter behavior. We observed a discontinuity in approximately 0.8% of the usable time series we collected.

**Appendix F**

**ANOMALIES IN MONOTONIC COUNTERS**

We observe several types of anomalies in IP ID values. MIDAR detects and accounts for these anomalies in order to maximize its sensitivity and positive predictive value.

Most routers transmit ID values in big-endian order (network byte order), but some use little-endian order. If ID values from a low-velocity counter are interpreted in the wrong byte order, then the counter will appear to have a velocity about 256 times greater than its true velocity. On the other hand, if a high-velocity counter is interpreted with the wrong byte order, it will be indistinguishable from random. We developed an inexpensive test to detect the correct byte order, and found that approximately 0.6% of usable time series were little endian. We can also use byte order as an additional criterion for ruling out aliases, assuming that every interface of a router would use the same byte order for a given probe method (Sec. III-C) (but we do not assume that every router uses the same byte order for different probe methods).

The second type of anomaly is caused by routers that do not use all 16 bits of the IP ID field. Such a limited precision counter will wrap around its smaller ID space more frequently than a full precision counter with the same velocity, as shown in Fig. 8. To identify a $b$-bit limited precision counter, we require not only that the $16 - b$ high bits are constant, but also that there is at least one wrap, and that every wrapped segment, after being unwrapped, has a velocity similar to that of the non-wrapped segments. Failing to identify limited precision counters would not directly lead to false results, but it would lead us to unnecessarily mark their wrapped segments as discontinuities. We can also use limited precision counters to rule out shared counters: two time series with different ranges cannot share a counter. We found about 0.39% of usable time series had limited precision, most commonly using 12 bits with values between 0x6000 and 0x66FF.

The final type of anomaly, XX00 and XXFF outliers, is most easily explained by an example. Given a sequence of (hexadecimal) ID values {11FC, 11FE, X, 1202, 1204}, one would expect to see $X=1200$, but might actually see $X=1100$. Taking this at face value would mean the counter advanced by FF02 (from 11FE to 1100, almost the full ID space) in the time it would normally advance by just 0002. We speculate that a more likely explanation is that the two bytes of the counter are updated asynchronously, and the value was generated between the time that the low byte wrapped from FF to 00 and the high byte incremented from 11 to 12. We also saw cases where the bytes seem to be updated in the opposite order, giving $X=12FF$ in our example. Rather than allowing one possibly incorrect value to interfere with the MBT, we discard the one dubious point and keep the rest of the series. Whatever the cause of the anomaly, discarding one point will not significantly hurt MBT results, but if the value is indeed incorrect, keeping it would definitely cause false negatives. We found these anomalies in only 0.01% of 3.2 million observed monotonic time series.

**Appendix G**

**RESPONSE RATE AND IP ID CHARACTERISTICS**

To study the usefulness of the probing methods, we analyze our Estimation stage, in which we attempted to collect IP ID time series from 2323641 target addresses with all available probing methods. The Indirect method could not be used with addresses gathered from non-Ark sources, because we do not have the necessary traceroute information for them. Table VII shows the results.

We count a time series as having insufficient responses if fewer than 75% of the probes to the target elicit the expected response. The subcategories enumerate the most common reasons. Unresponsive means more than 75% of probes did not elicit any response. During Indirect probing, a sequence of TTL expansion that does not elicit any response from the target is counted as a single non-response. We count a time series as
unexpected if more than 75% of the probes elicit a response of an unexpected type. For most time series, either all or none of the responses are unexpected. Most of the unexpected responses are ICMP destination unreachable messages from non-target addresses.

The main cause of unresponsiveness for the Indirect method appears to be network changes during the delay between the traceroutes and our experimental probes. When the delay is shorter, the response rate is higher. For example, in a different Indirect probing run to 3,000 targets from a single monitor, using addresses gathered from traceroutes taken only 3–4 hours earlier, only 1.2% of time series had insufficient responses. The traceroutes collected for Table VII were taken up to 18 days before the Estimation run, showing that Indirect probes can still be useful even after a moderate delay. However, we do see significant variability between monitors in the response rate to Indirect probing, suggesting different levels of route instability and per-packet load balancing near each location.

We classify a time series as having degenerate ID values if it had sufficient responses but 25% or more of the ID values were zero, some other constant value, or the value used in the probe packet. Such ID values are not useful to us because they do not reveal the state of an underlying shared counter. The subcategories enumerate time series for which more than 75% of IDs had the same type of degenerate value. Nearly half of the targets respond to TCP echo request by echoing the ID, and a significant fraction of targets respond to TCP and Indirect with zero-valued IDs.

Any time series that passed all of the above tests is tested for monotonicity. If its ID values cannot be modeled as a monotonic counter, is is classified as nonmonotonic. TCP is the only method for which a significant fraction of targets passed the earlier criteria only to be classified as nonmonotonic.

Finally, any time series that is responsive, not degenerate, and monotonic, is classified as usable for testing with MBT.

**APPENDIX H
UTILITY OF MULTIPLE PROBING METHODS**

Table VIII shows the increase in target responsiveness and usable time series achievable by employing multiple probing methods for our dataset. Individually, ICMP has the highest responsiveness but the lowest amount of usable time series due to many addresses echoing the IP ID of the probe in the response. UDP and Indir have the highest amount of usable time series of any single method despite being more susceptible to rate limiting. If we employ all four methods, 89.2% of addresses respond to at least one method, and 80.6% yield usable time series to at least one method. This improved coverage will make alias resolution much more complete.

**APPENDIX I
CROSS-METHOD IP ID COUNTER SHARING**

Table IX shows the prevalence of cross-method counter sharing for our dataset. For each pair of methods, Table IX lists the number of addresses that responded to both methods with usable IP ID values and then the count and percentage of those addresses that had a shared counter. Overall, there is a high incidence of counter sharing, ranging from 88.9% to 97.4%. As expected, TCP and UDP share often at 94.5%. The sharing rates of the remaining pairs seem to be correlated with the response type; that is, counters seem more likely to be shared when two probing methods elicit a similar type of response. For instance, the sharing rate of TCP with either ICMP or Indirect is comparatively low perhaps because TCP rarely elicits an ICMP response. In contrast, UDP always elicits an ICMP response, and we thus see comparatively greater counter sharing between UDP, ICMP, and Indirect.

---

**Table VIII**

Classification of IP ID behavior of addresses probed with various methods in the Estimation stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>TCP</th>
<th>UDP</th>
<th>ICMP</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient responses</td>
<td>905,267</td>
<td>865,498</td>
<td>39,741</td>
<td>137,363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly unresponsive</td>
<td>1,151,476</td>
<td>1,014,227</td>
<td>136,863</td>
<td>17,164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly unexpected</td>
<td>482,399</td>
<td>459,545</td>
<td>22,723</td>
<td>568,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response, but degenerate ID values</td>
<td>130,744</td>
<td>568,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>6,516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly repeat</td>
<td>15,044</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>1,349</td>
<td>13,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly reflect</td>
<td>1,293</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>134,913</td>
<td>6,516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response and nondegenerate, but nonmonotonic</td>
<td>999,877</td>
<td>998,077</td>
<td>2,323,641</td>
<td>803,617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response, nondegenerate, and monotonic (usable)</td>
<td>1,418,511</td>
<td>832,946</td>
<td>1,148,511</td>
<td>774,993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table IX**

Cross-method counter sharing for addresses that yield usable time series to multiple methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>TCP</th>
<th>UDP</th>
<th>ICMP</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP:UDP</td>
<td>595,485</td>
<td>562,582</td>
<td>94.48%</td>
<td>94.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP:ICMP</td>
<td>538,712</td>
<td>341,247</td>
<td>88.93%</td>
<td>88.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP:Indir</td>
<td>511,111</td>
<td>456,523</td>
<td>89.32%</td>
<td>89.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP:ICMP</td>
<td>523,710</td>
<td>509,951</td>
<td>97.37%</td>
<td>97.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP:Indir</td>
<td>774,993</td>
<td>745,913</td>
<td>96.25%</td>
<td>96.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP:Indir</td>
<td>545,585</td>
<td>525,224</td>
<td>96.27%</td>
<td>96.27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>